
Usage Instruction

For Trading & Contracting
C.R 4069 BAABDA

Pretreatment:
New Surfaces

Application

Before usage, clear all surfaces 
from grease, oil, dirt and foreign 
matters which could prevent 
proper adhesion.

Dilute for the 25% for the 1st coat by 
water. Allow overnight drying. If 
necessary, apply final coat which is 
diluted in water only.
Use large medium or fine pore foam 
roller for application.

Colors: White ready - mix color
(refer to catalogue)
Finish: Matt
Drying Time: 1/2 - 1hour
To touch: 2 hours
Curing: Physical Evaporation
Full Hardness: one week
Thinning: 25% water 1 st coat and 1 l. 2nd coat
Clean up solvent: Water and Soap 
Practical Coverage: 22-25m² / 1US Barril
Depending on surface porosity, 
method of application and texture requirement
Packaging: Available in 1US Barril

Composition

Technical Data

Plaster Interior Roll base is styrene 
Acrylic Latex emulsion blended with 
prime chloride type, titanium dioxide 
pigment, and suitable additives to 
provide quick and safe application.

Areas Of Use

Product Type

Plaster Interior Roll is 
recommended for exterior and 
interior use, sush as masonry 
surfaces, concrete, wood block, 
walls cement, asbestos.

Specific Characteristic:
For an even texture appearance, 
different attractive finishing can be 
applied on Plaster Interior roll sush 
as grooving or stippling. The 
decoration can be implemented 
accordingly to any particular 
architectural style.

Roll Plaster Interior is strong, fine 
texture coating for interior and 
exterior use. It improves 
appearance and renders it more 
distinct. It is applicable in a quick 
safe and short time.

Precaution:
1- Do not apply paint if air or surfaces 
temperature is below 10˚C.
2- Employ several applicators for large 
walls, and stop the work only when the 
application is completed to avoid 
mistakes.
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